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MANY MAINLANDERS think of Hawaii as a pristine 
Pacific paradise, warm tropical isles eternally heated by a high sun. 
They visualize endless shimmering coral beaches, thundering surf, 
turquoise blue water, and verdant mountains (Fig. 1). They believe 
these Islands are ever emerald, capped by perpetual clouds, laced by 
waterfalls, and treated to a mild seasonless climate free from fluctua
tion or fury. A general concept exists that the Islands have come 
through time with a minimum of adjustment and change, implying 
that the existing vegetation types are pristine and free from environ
mental disturbances and catastrophes normal elsewhere. 

The object of this study is to demonstrate that Hawaiian vegeta
tion, in general, is far from pristine; that throughout its existence it 
has been continuously besieged by catastrophes, including fire; that 
the Island environment is generally unstable; and much of the flora 
has been affected by, or adapted to, fire as well as other disturbance 
factors. 

1 Present Address: Botany Department, California State College, Los Angeles, 
California 90032 
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FIG. 1. Lumahai Beach on the island of Kauai. Although many coastal regions 
typify the Hawaiian paradise image, inland areas are continuously besieged by 
catastrophes and environmental extremes. Hala or Pandanus in right foreground. 
Photo by Verna R. Johnston. 

LIGHTNING 

Thunderstorms are a common disturbance or controlling factor in 
many parts of the world (Komarek, 1966, 1967). They not only 
generate violent rains that affect the geomorphology and vegetation, 
but also produce lightning which can damage individual plants or 
ignite fires. 

Most Hawaiian residents encountered during 1967-68 believed 
thunderstorms to be rare in the Islands. Inquiries about lightning 
were commonly met with negative answers. Some references stated 
thunderstonns were rare and only light in nature when they did 
occur (Goodhue, 1908; F eldwisch, 1941; Zimmerman, 1948; Bird, 
1964). Despite this, data were obtained demonstrating that electrical 
storms are not rare in Hawaii, although admittedly, they are not as 
common as in parts of the Rocky Mountains or southeastern states 
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(Komarek, 1967). Evidence was also obtained to support the hypoth
esis that lightning and lightning-caused fires were prevalent in the 
past and affected the floral and vegetational composition. 

The following reasons are suggested for the apparent discrepancies 
between what many natives observed, or failed to observe, and what 
actually has occurred: 

1. Residents of the more populated parts of the Islands tend to 
ignore or miss thunder and thunder-like sounds because they 
have been continually exposed, and have become precondi
tioned, to similar traffic and aircraft noises. Most populated 
areas are within earshot of noisy highways, freeways, military 
bases, airports, flight patterns, or air routes. 

2. Heavy rains usually accompany Hawaiian thunderstorms and 
tend to minimize and localize thunder claps and lightning 
flashes. 

3. The low lying clouds that usually cover the mountains muffle 
thunder and mask lightning, particularly at night. 

4. Daytime lightning is frequently unobserved because the popu
lated coasts are usually clear and sunny, making it difficult to 
observe lightning occurring in the shrouded mountains. 

5. Most islanders reside along the coasts and on the leeward sides 
of the Islands. Thunderstorms are usually concentrated in the 
island interiors in the higher mountains and along windward 
slopes (Blumenstock and Price, 1967). As a result, most storms 
pass unnoticed. On several occasions, thunder heard in Upper 
Manoa Valley, Oahu was inaudible in the lower valley, Kai
muki, Moiliili, or Waikiki, a maximum distance of less than 
3 miles. 

6. Residents are not "impressed" by most Hawaiian thunderstorms 
because the thunder is generally quieter, travels less, and appears 
to be less reverberative than it is over continents. This phe
nomenon may be related to the lack of land mass in this ocean
dominated environment. Blumenstock and Price (1967) stated 
that lowland storms accompanied by audible thunder occur an 
average of 5 to 10 times a year, and that thunder and lightning 
lack the violence of mainland storms. Islanders are rarely 
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awakened or frightened by house-shaking thunderclaps and 
blinding lighming flashes, so that thunderstorms are usually 
classified by islanders as "just another rainstorm." Contrarily, 
the violent nature of most mainland storms, often bringing most 
or all of the summer precipitation in many states, is impressive 
and not soon forgotten. 

7. When lightning is observed at night, it often appears as diffuse 
flashes between and behind clouds over distant mountains or 
neighboring islands. Numerous islanders were aware of this 
kind of lightning which they called "sheet" or "heat" lighming, 
but which they disassociated from thunderstorms. 

THUNDERSTORM DERIVATION 

Hawaiian thunderstorms are linked in a cause and effect manner 
to volcanism and its mountain-building effects. l\10untains intercept 
moisture-bearing trade winds causing orographic uplift which oc
casionally triggers electrical storms on windward slopes, or intensifies 
already-formed thunderstorm cells as they move inland. 

The drier leeward regions receive the brunt of "Kona" storms, 
including thunderstorms (Fig. 2), when the consistent northeast 
trade winds are replaced by sultry south winds during "Kona" con
ditions. Thunderstorms also occur on all major islands when the trade 
winds diminish or temporarily stall. When this happens, the clouds 
typically shrouding the mountains dissipate, allowing the sub-tropical 
sun to instantaneously heat the land mass and surface air. Accumu
lated hot air usually begins to rise by midday, giving birth to con
vectional storms as cumulus clouds build aloft. These thunderheads 
sometimes reach great heights by mid-afternoon and develop into 
fully-charged thunderstorms, rising above the weakened or disin
tegrated trade wind inversion. Towering cumulo-nimbus clouds are 
commonly visible from island to island and were once used by 
Polynesian mariners as navigational aids to find large islands (Tit
comb, 1956). Full-blown storms are generally active from late after
noon until far into the night. During this time, the storms gradually 
drift over the Islands, usually westward, discharging cloud-to-cloud 
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FIG. 2. An early afternoon Kona thunderstonn moving inland over leeward 
Waikiki Beach and Honolulu during March 1968. The stonn was accompanied by 
light rain. 

and cloud-to-ground lightning, finally moving out to sea and some
times reaching downwind islands. Thunderstorms are most com
monly shared between Maui, Lanai, Molokai, and Kahoolawe and 
sometimes Oahu, and Kauai and Niihau. 

Convectional thunderstorms may also arise in leeward pockets 
sheltered from the trade winds, particularly on the larger islands in 
such places as Kona Coast, Hawaii, and Schofield Plain, Oahu. Some
times these storms are aborted as they reach the inversion layer or 
are decapitated and blown out to sea by winds aloft. 

Hawaiian thunderstorms often originate elsewhere, and reach the 
Islands with the passage of fronts (Anonymous, 1968a). On 29 
November 1967, for example, a storm that brought torrential rain, 
wind, and lightning started from a stationary high-pressure area 
11 00 miles northeast of Hawaii (Anonymous, 1967 a). Another freak 
storm, one of the worst in Hawaii's history, originated off of Japan 
and succeeded in lashing Kauai with a tornado and Oahu with a 
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thunderstonn (Anonymous, 1967b,c). Other storms originate from 
stationary low pressure zones northwest of the Islands (Anonymous. 
1968b). 

Another source of lightning, particularly in the distant past, and 
still existing periodically on the island of Hawaii, is volcanic activity. 
Hawaiians have been known to blame stormy periods on a current 
volcanic eruption or on the activity of Madame Pele, goddess of fire, 
who presently resides in the Halemaumau fire pit of Kilauea Crater, 
Hawaii. Although this is considered folklore, evidence exists of posi
tive associations between volcanic activity and rain or thunderstorms. 

Written accounts, paintings, and photos of volcanic eruptions de
scribe or depict thunder and lightning adding to the fury of the 
eruptions. Volcanoes like Mt. Vesuvius, Mt. Pelee, Jorullo, Kilauea 
(Bullard, 1962; Wilcoxson, 1966), El Paricutin (Bullard, 1947), and 
Krakatoa (Docters van Leeuwen, 1936; Furneaux, 1964) all had 
spectacular lightning displays associated with the volcanic clouds or 
nuees ardentes (Wilcoxson, 1966). The recent Surtesy eruption off 
Iceland produced a five-mile-high column of smoke, gas, and tephra 
which triggered thunderstonns during the first days of its existence 
(Thorarinsson, 1968). 

The steam, dust, and ash, sometimes in enormous quantities, that 
is blown skyward and subsequently drifts downwind may serve as 
nuclei for moisture condensation and storm activity, including thun
derstonns, just as do smog particles, salt spray, silver iodide, and 
smoke (Hobbs and Radke, 1969). Dust produced by Hawaii's vol
canoes has reached other islands, including Oahu which is 150 or 
more miles away. (During mid-June 1969 emissions from the Hale
maumau fire pit created a brownish-yellow smear that extended along 
the inversion layer all the way to Kauai and was called "vog" by 
annoyed Honolulu residents.) During Hawaiian volcanic eruptions, 
hot air, steam, and gases spiral upward with the fury of a storm gen
erated by a large forest fire, with pulsating roars swirling semi
crusted lava slabs into the air. During the prolonged 1967-68 erup
tions of Halemaumau fire pit, cumulus clouds fonned over the caldera 
whenever the emitting steam and gases and heat radiating from the 
super-hot magma were able to rise as an undeflected column. There-
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fore, volcanic acovlty, prevalent on all the Islands in the past, is 
considered to have been an important source of electrical storms; 
and lightning and lightning-caused fires were probably much more 
common. 

In addition to volcanic eruptions causing thunderstorms and light
ning fires, resulting lava flows could initiate vegetation fires directly. 
While numerous Hawaiian accounts mention trees and other plants 
being scorched or burned by lava, few mention the occurrence of 
widespread forest fires. L. W. Bryan, in a June 1959 letter stated: 

I have observed every flow on this island [Hawaii] since 1921, 
and I know of no instance where a lava flow has resulted in a 
forest fire. The tremendous amount of heat--/created by the lava 
flow causes an up-draft. The result is to cause a suction at the 
edge of the lava flow, thus pulling the fire in towards the center of 
the flow, and preventing the spread to the sides. 

Henneberger (1968) stated that Hawaii Volcano National Park 
averages one fire per year, half the fires being caused by man and 
the other half by volcanoes, both eruptions and lava flows. W. A. 
Eggler (personal communication, 1969), studying ·succession on lava 
flows on the island of Hawaii since 1965, stated: 

In March, 1965, Napau Crater erupted and some forest was 
destroyed, mostly by burial under lava but partly by burning. 
But in proportion to the destruction by burial the destruction by 
fire was small. I doubt if more than ten acres burned. It was in an 
area of high rainfall, about 120 inches per year. 

At about the same time Makaopuhi Crater burned about five acres, 
and during August 1968, an eruption burned over 200 acres. Eggler 
stated that fires were insignificant on the 19 flows he has studied be
cause most areas had scant vegetation, making fire spread difficult. A 
recent 22 February 1969 eruption and lava flow in Alae Crater, 
Hawaii was reported to have caused a forest fire, and other volcanic 
activity since then has resulted in small fires. There is some evidence 
then, that lava flows cause vegetation fires, but it appears that in 
recent times the amount of vegetation burned is inconsequential to 
the amount actually destroyed by lava flows. 
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LIGHTNING OCCURRENCE 

Cumulo-nimbus thunderheads and observable lightning and thun
der were recorded from the University of Hawaii, Honolulu from 
1 September 1967 to 1 June 1968. Parts of the south and central 
Koolau Mountains, the southern Waianae Range and the southern 
Oahu coastline were visible from the observation station. Thunder
heads and night lightning could be seen over neighboring Molokai 
and Lanai, approximately 40 to 60 miles away. Night lightning alone 
was visible as it reflected off high clouds or skies over Maui, Kohoo
lawe, and Hawaii which were from 90 to 160 miles away. 

The first electrical storm was sighted on 13 September 1967, and 
the last on 22 April 1968, a 7 month span. During this time, 55 active 
thunderstorms were recorded. An additional 44 thunderhead cells 
which did not, or were not observed to produce lightning, were 
counted. These figures are underestimates because late night storms, 
or storms obscured by rain or low clouds were missed. This was 
verified on several occasions when lightning-caused sferics produced 
static on radio receivers although lightning or thunder were not 
observed (Stong, 1959). The greatest incidence of lightning was 
observed in November, followed by January and April. The largest 
number of thunderhead clouds were seen in April, perhaps as a 
result of the onset of summer with higher temperatures and convec
tional uplift (Anonymous, 1968c). There were only slightly more 
(29) thunderstorms in the fall than in the spring (26) half of the 
sample period. There was an average of 6.1 thunderstorms and 4.9 
thunderhead clouds observed per month. Although the summer 
months were not included in the sample period, thunderstorms do 
occasionally occur at that time. 

Lightning counts were made throughout the course of 25 storms. 
Poor visibility hampered portions of some counts. The storms aver
aged 37 electrical discharges, ranging from only one to at least 200 
strikes per storm. Several storms averaged one strike per minute for 
as long as 30 minutes. The longest electrical activity lasted 4.5 hours. 
At one point during this storm, 60 lightning flashes occurred during a 

10 minute period. Some storms were initiated with thunder and 
lightning, but then continued with only rain. All but three of the 
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25 storms were accompanied by rain, which often was steady or 
torrential (Fig. 2). 

The greatest number of thunderstorms (48 percent) occurred 
between 6 PM and midnight, followed by the period from noon 
until 6 PM (Fig. 2). Two of the three stonns that materialized be
tween 6 AM and noon were preceded by exceptionally clear, calm, 
and hot days. The prevalence of afternoon, evening, and night storms 
(totaling 95 percent) may indicate that most electrical storms de
velop locally, or are triggered by local conditions. 

LIGHTNING FIRES 

The preceding data ascertain that lightning storms commonly 
occur in Hawaii. The count may have been somewhat abnonnal, 
since downtown Honolulu had 14 thunderstonns in 1967, while it 
averages only about seven thunderstorms a year (Price 1968); but 
surely atypical years occurred before. Price (1968) stated, "thun
derstorms are not as prevalent in Hawaii as on the Mainland, but 
they are by no means rare ... " Blumenstock and Price (1967) re
ported the State has thunderstonns from 20 to 30 days each year, 
mostly in the winter. Price (1968) claimed the number of thunder
storm days for the entire Hawaiian Islands range from 30 to 50 days 
each year, being most frequent between October and April. When 
these figures are compared to those of mainland states, Hawaiian 
thunderstorms are far from rare. The average number of days with 
thunderstorms in West Virginia is 43, and in North Dakota 28, with 
storms often accompanied by heavy rain (U.S. Dept. Agriculture, 
1941). Any given locality in Ohio averages 40 to 50 thunderstorms 
a year. Reno, Nevada, averages 14 annual thunderstorms, and Win
nemucca 10. The yearly average in Missouri ranges from about 48 
in the north to 57 thunderstorms in the southeast, in northern 
Minnesota it is 27 per year, and in southern sections 37. States with 
less than 30 thunderstorm days per year, including some with less 
than 10, were Washingron, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Cali
fornia, Arizona, southern Texas, North Dakota, northern Minnesota, 
northern Michigan, and the New England States. The data for 
Hawaii, even using minimal numbers, indicate that Hawaii may 
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average as many thunderstorms and thunderstorm days, if not more, 
than a considerable parr of the mainland. 

Thunderstorm numbers cannot be considered alone, since the 
timing of thunderstorm precipitation and lightning ignition are criti
cal considerations. In some Northwest mainland areas, as many as 9 
out of 10 forest fires are caused by lightning, even though the total 
number of thunderstorm days is low. Conversely, Southeast forests, 
averaging over 70 thunderstorm days annually, may have a lesser 
number of fires because of attending rains. 

As stated previously, most Hawaiian thunderstorms are accom
panied by rains which are often heavy. Only 3 of the 25 thunder
storms observed were without appreciable rain, but this does not 
eliminate the possibility of lightning occasionally striking dry areas 
beyond those receiving rain, or starting persistent fires that are not 
extinguished by rains. A mid-September 1967 thunderstorm over the 
Koolau Range, Oahu produced lightning that struck two separated 
homes in St. Louis Heights beyond the storm edge. If this leeward 
area had been in native vegetation, the fires could have spread over 
the parched and windy lowlands, for grasses in these leeward areas 
were completely dry and temperatures were in the 90'soF. 

A few accounts of lightning fires were obtained to document that 
lightning does start fires in Hawaii. Lightning on 16 January 1968 
burned a house in Aiea, and damaged another in Kailua, Oahu. A 28 
December 1967 thunderstorm knocked out stations on the Hawaii 
National Park seismograph network. An ex-military electronics re
pairman stated that radio, radar, and tracking stations in the Waianae 
Range, Oahu were often damaged by lightning. A roof on a home 
near Punchbowl Crater was struck in September 1961 and burned 
until extinguished by the fire department. One local resident recalled 
a lightning-struck royal palm burning on the grounds of Punahou 
School. Local residents of windward Kaneohe, Oahu reponed· two 
lightning fires in 1956 in the hills east of Kaneohe, between it and 
Kawainui Swamp. The fires were ignited by a late afternoon thun
derstorm and burned the foothills until marines extinguished them 
the next day. These accounts are undoubtedly only a fraction of the 
known lightning strikes and fires, since they do not represent a 
thorough or systematic search. 
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Hawaii Forestry Department records were examined for lightning
caused fires. Although a fire protection and burning permit system 
was established in 1905 (Anonymous, 1905), fire records and causes 
have been incomplete until recently. Lightning-caused fires were not 
listed in the records, but may have been included in unknown or 
miscellaneous categories. An unidentified forestry employee com
mented that he knew of three recent fires strongly suspected of being 
lightning started, but which were listed under "unknown causes" 
because lightning origins could not be verified. F or example, . the 
Lanikai Hills Fire of 9 November 1967 occurred in native grassland 
at the crest of a steep hill. The summit, as well as the ignition point, 
was capped by an old concrete military bunker with antenna. The 
fire was discovered about 7 PM, and was preceded by a rapid moving 
thundershower that was carried inland on the trade winds. Residents 
in the area reported several loud thunderclaps. No evidence of light
ning damage was found and no individuals were seen. Thus the fire 
was classed as unknown in origin, and yet, might have been caused 
by lightning striking the bunker and igniting the grassland without 
leaving evidence. 

Of the 220 fires reported between 1906 and 1932 in The Hawaiittn 
Forester and Agriculturist, 106 (48 percent) were of unknown 
origin. Thirty-four (47 percent) of these unexplained fires burned 
remote areas seldom, if ever, frequented by man, occurring in rugged 
terrain that delayed detection, and sometimes prohibited suppression, 
and burned during periods when lightning storins prevailed. Many 
of these fires probably originated from lightning. A total of 205 fires 
were recorded on Oahu from 1918 to 1968, of which 44 percent 
were caused by the military, 24 percent by smokers, and 16 percent 
by unknown or miscellaneous causes. On Kauai, Maui, Molokai, and 
Hawaii, 26.6 percent were caused by smokers, 22 percent by military 
activity, 16.7 percent unknown, and 3.3 percent miscellaneous. The 
fact that fires of unknown origin rank as one of the major categories, 
strongly suggests that lightning fires may have been inadvertently 
included. Evidence of lightning fires is difficult to obtain in Hawaii. 
Direct evidence is often obtained in mainland areas when fire look
outs pinpoint lightning strikes which later develop into forest fires, 
but Hawaii is generally without a lookout or fire detection system. 
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Interestingly, a Governor's Committee on Forest Fire was established 
in January 1968 to consider the use of aerial tankers to fight fires 
caused by carelessness, accidents, and lightning in inaccessible terrain, 
admitting that lightning might cause fires, even if not designated in 
the records. 

Lightning-struck trees or lightning-damaged vegetation were not 
found on trips into Oahu mountains. Several Metrosideros col/ina 
trees found above 6000 ft elevation on East Maui were suspected of 
being lightning struck. Split, broken, or fallen trees were encoun
tered, but could not be definitely linked to lightning, since charac
teristic spiral trunk splits common on mainland trees were not ob
served. Perhaps tropical trees are not affected by lightning in the 
same way. Lightning-struck trees are also difficult to find because 
they are normally widely scattered, and the dense vegetation growth 
impairs visibility and mobility of the observer. Damage is quickly 
obscured by rapid regrowth, and dying or dead tr~es are soon cov
ered by epiphytic plants. Swift decomposition may also play a role. 
Charred trees, logs, stumps, charcoal, and other signs of fire are 
often concealed or lost in unbeliveably short periods. This rapid 
decomposition may be a reason why the effects of fire in Hawaii 
have been generally missed or considered incidental, as opposed to 
many temperate mainland areas where the effects of fire appear stark 
and conspicuous for years. 

BURNING CONDITIONS 

Past investigators, with the possible exceptions of Egler (1947) and 
Fosberg (I 961), largely neglected fire as a factor affecting Hawaii's 
vegetation and its evolution. Fire, when observed, has been appraised 
as a recent introduction of European Man, as were livestock and 
exotic plants, and therefore, has not been viewed as a natural factor. 
Fire as a natural factor has been also dismissed because Hawaii ap
pears too wet to burn. A few days afield under the normally wet 
conditions of many windward or montane locales is all that is needed 
to dampen ideas that the vegetation might burn. Even campfires are 
almost impossible to start and maintain under typical mountain 
weather (Warner, 1967). But, eventually, periods occur when the 
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precipitation falls below normal, and then the vegetation could burn. 
These exceptions, extremes, or infrequent happenings are as im
portant as norms or averages in ecology, since unusual events often 
are the most limiting. 

The role of fire is often subtle and obscure. Hawaii's upper eleva
tional forests are remarkably similar in physiognomy, life-form com
position, and environment to mainland Pacific Northwest rain forests. 
Portions of upper Kipahulu Valley, Maui (Warner, 1967), for 
example, resemble the Hoh River Valley on the western Olympic 
Peninsula (U.S. Department Agriculture, 1941). This includes trees 
festooned with epiphytes, a fern understory, pockets of Rubus, and 
relentless chilling rains. Even though Pacific Northwest rain forests 
appear perpetually wet, marine air and rainfall occasionally diminish 
and even cease, resulting in droughts which are often accompanied 
by forest fires. Many species owe their existence to these rare fires, 
fires that need occur only once in the lifespan of the major species to 

have profound effects. Since fires function in wet Pacific Northwest 
rain forests, they could likewise occur in Hawaii's similar montane 
forests. In fact, some Hawaiian forest species, even those occurring 
in the wettest regions, may be dependent on fire as are some main
land species. 

Tropical vegetation, in general, has not been fire-free (Sauer, 
1958), although it appears to be too wet to bum. Batchelder and 
Hirt (1966) stated that man has been burning tropical vegetation 
for the last 12,000 years. Watters (1960) claimed that about 25 per
cent of the earth's land surface has been under tropical swidden 
cultivation, largely brought about by burning, demonstrating that 
tropical vegetation can be burned. In fact, fire susceptibility in the 
tropics is often determined more by the presence or absence of 
adequate fuels than by rainfall, since rainfall will occasionally falter 
even in true tropical rain forests (Richards, 1952), making moisture 
less critical than fuel. In southeastern United States piney woods, for 
example, favorable conditions to remove accumulated fuels by burn
ing occur immediately after rain (E. V. Komarek, personal com
munication), a time that would seem to be too wet. Evidence that 
Hawaii is not too wet to burn is that sugar cane grown throughout 
the Islands is harvested, and in the process burned, 8 months of every 
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year (Krauss, 1968). It is not harvested the remaining time primarily 
because of the planting and growing requirements of sugar cane. 
Burning of the fallen, dead, and dying leaves or "trash" is often done 
on a 24-hour basis on both leeward and wet windward areas. The 
cane fields receive abundant water, and fields consist of moist soils, 
damp and rotting fuels, and humid air at the time of burning. Despite 
these supposedly poor burning conditions, fields are generally ignited 
and burned with little difficulty, and fires occasionally become dan
gerous and uncontrollable (Krauss, 1968). In fact, accidental fires 
are a threat to fields once the trash begins to accumulate. The damp 
micro-environment (Chang, 1961) and the usually wet climate is, 
therefore, of little consequence in preventing fires. 

Similarily, Batchelder and Hirt (1966) reported that many tropical 
vegetation types can dry out in just a few hours or few days. Some 
types, like Pennisetum and lmperata grasslands, are extremely com
bustible and can carry fierce fires even when green. Although a 
majority of Hawaiian fires occurred during periods of below average 
rainfall, a surprising number occurred during times of normal or 
above average precipitation, indicating that wet conditions do not 
necessarily prohibit fires. For example, a 1300 acre fire during May 
1967 near Keaau, Hawaii occurred after 26.6 inches of rain in April 
and 13.3 inches in May, and a 5000 acre fire of unknown origin oc
curred in March 1965, despite above average rainfall from January 
to March. 

DROUGHT 

Two outstanding features of Hawaii's climate are its persistently 
equable year-round temperatures and tenacious trade winds (Feld
wisch, 1941). Despite this, occasional dry periods occur, sometimes 
in the wettest parts of the Islands resulting in widespread, as well 
as local, droughts (Cox, 1924). Large scale droughts, sometimes cov
ering up to 50 miles2, are often the most severe and usually occur 
when winter rains fail (Blumenstock and Price, 1967). The worst 
drought in Weather Bureau history occurred in the winter of 1925-
26, when the January through May rainfall was less than 3 inches 
at Honolulu with only 2 out of 100 consecutive days having as much 
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as 0.2 inches of rain (Blumenstock and Price, 1967). Droughts not 
only affect the usually wet areas, but also intensify the nonnal dry
ness of leeward areas. 

Official or complete drought records were not located, and would 
be incomplete because of the absence of rain gauges in many remote 
areas and the local nature of most droughts. Many scattered refer
ences of dry periods were found, however, going back to Hawaiian 
legends and history (Sel1ing, 1948). 

Droughts mentioned in The Hawaiian Forester and Agriculturist 
between 1904 and 1932 were March 1909 on the leeward half of 
Hawaii, August 1911 on Mt. Haleakala, Maui, July 1912 in sections 
of Hawaii, September 1913 on all islands except Hawaii, February 
1914 on Oahu, March 1915 on Hawaii, August and September 1916 
in the Waianae Mountains, Oahu, June 1917 on Oahu, September 
1917 in many districts, March 1920 in montane forests, June 1920 
in many areas, 2 years of drought ending September 1920 on 
Kahoolawe Island, July 1922 on Mokulua Island, January and F eb
ruary 1924 on parts of several islands, the winter of 1925-1926 in 
widespread areas particularly Oahu, Kauai, and Hawaii, July 1929 
in many areas, and January and February 1931 on several islands. 
Many of these droughts were accompanied by fires. Even though 
these 17 droughts include only those of concern to foresters during 
the 28 years, they indicate the frequency and duration of Hawaiian 
dry spells. Closer examination of weather records, particularly on 
local levels, would undoubtedly uncover an even higher drought 
incidence. A few other droughts worth mentioning were the fre
quent dry spells that occurred on Niihau Island (Judd, 1932), that 
Kahoolawe Island had unusually long periods of drought (Forbes, 
1913) and that Ulupalakua, Maui had no rain for 3.5 years (Tenney, 
1909). A 3250 acre fire on Hawaii in November 1954 occurred, 
"after months of the most prolonged and continuous drought which 
has been experienced in the memory of living persons" (Hawaii 
Forestry Records). Quinn (1958) reported that a drought in the 
third quarter of 1958 was severe enough to cause cattle losses on the 
Kona Coast, Hawaii. On 13 October 1967, a dry spell on the eastern 
slopes of Hawaii was declared "serious," but not as severe as the 
1965 summer dry spell (Anonymous, 1967d). The Paauhau Sugar 
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Company, located in the area, recorded a total of only 1.39 inches 
of rain between August 8 and October 31, 1967, when it ended 
(Anonymous, 1967e). 

Mainlanders usually consider dry periods as droughtS when rains 
are lacking for one to several months (U.S. Department Agriculture 
1941). But droughts in Hawaii often occur in much shorter dry 
periods, sometimes in little more than a week, even in some of the 
wettest places. When normal clouds dissipate, the sub-tropical sun 
can warm the land to 90°F any season (Anonymous, 1968d), and 

. shortly the soils, fuel, and vegetation are dried, often with the aid 
of winds (Blumenstock and Price, 1967). C. H. Lamoureux (per
sonal communication) stated that wet mountainous areas sometimes 
dry so thoroughly in a few rainless weeks that typically soft and 
spongy mosses and lichens become brittle to the touch. On 6 June 
1921, 15 acres of forest on Hawaii burned as the, "fire spread by 
sparks being blown into the dry moss on the trees" (Judd 1921a). 
Rapid drying occurred on wet windward Oahu's Laie Trail when 
trail puddles evaporated, swampy areas became waterless, and the 
usually saturated soils were well drained after just 10 days without 
rain on 5 May 1968. Open forest, grassy pockets, and staghorn fern 
(Dicranopteris linearis) thickets had become tinder dry. Judd (I921b) 
reported that an escaped fire burned 150 acres of the 1881 lava flow 
vegetation on Hawaii because there was no rain for 10 days. Selling 
(I948) concluded that a past investigator considered two of the wet
test places in the Hawaiian Islands as dry because, "he must have 
been there in a period when the moisture-laden trade wind did not 
blow and the ground had temporarily dried up." (The upper half 
or more of East Maui underwent a severe drought during June 1969. 
On June 14, after 12 days without appreciable rain, most water holes 
were dry, and exposed soils were becoming checkered with cracks. 
Four days later, mosses growing in the rain forest crumbled to the 
touch, amaumau (Sadleria cyatheoides Kaulf.) fern scales and pulu 
were so dry they became air-borne when fronds were cut or jostled, 
the vegetation was losing its deep green colors, and flies had re
placed mosquitoes. After 17 days with only a few dawn mists, the 
rain forest at least between 6000 and 7000 ft elevation, was so dry 
that epiphytic mosses, lichens, and ferns and bark of Metrosideros 
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collina trees were easily ignited under controlled conditions. Fern 
duff, green fern fronds, and surface forest litter produced a roaring 
fire with one match. Lower litter layers were still moist and only 
smoldered and smoked. Normally this type of risky experimentation 
would have been avoided, but was conducted to demonstrate that 
even Hawaii's wettest forests can burn under the proper conditions, 
proving that even the wettest windward forest above Hanna and in 
the seemingly endless wet and soggy Kipahulu Valley can burn.) It 
is apparent that droughts are a part of Hawaii's ecology, occurring' 
anywhere and any time, even in the wettest regions and during the 
wettest seasons. Judd (1919a, 1921, 1924) repeatedly pointed out 
that fires would not be a problem in the wet forests of Hawaii, except 
for droughts. Droughts could also easily coincide with thunderstorms 
and the normal thunderstorm season. It might be that weather condi
tions causing widespread droughts are also conducive to an increased 
frequency of thunderstorms, particularly "dry" lighming storms. 
Droughts may often be terminated by thunderstorms, since convec
tional storms, as discussed previously, are produced under clear skies 
and trade wind subsidence, conditions also prevailing during dry 
spells. (During June 1969, 20 days of drought on East ]\tlaui ended 
with 2 days of scattered light rain which were followed by several 
nights of severe thunderstorms, which could have ignited the desic
cated vegetation.) 

DRY REGIONS 

The leeward sides of the Windward or major Islands, the tops of 
the high mountains of Maui and Hawaii, and the Leeward Islands, 
sustain fires without occasional dry periods because they are dry most 
of the year (Blumenstock and Price 1967). The driest areas average 
less than 10 inches of rainfall annually, often falling in one storm 
or in one month (Feldwisch 1941). About 30 percent of the Hawai
ian stations listed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture ( 1941 ) 
recorded an average annual rainfall of 35 inches or less. MacCaughey 
and Emerson (1913) stated that over one-third of Hawaii is arid 
most of the year. Areas such as the Kau Desert and Kona Coast, 
Hawaii, the Kaanapali Coast and Ulupalakua, Maui, the Waianae 
Coast, Oahu, and Niihau, Kahoolawe, and Laysan Islands are noted 
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for their desen-like climates. Early travelers were impressed with the 
wet and dry sides of the major Islands and their corresponding and 
contrasting verdant green and desiccated brown vegetation types. 
These latter vegetation types are capable of carrying fire at any rime 
of the year, including immediately after rain. 

Sharp rainfall gradients commonly exist between the dry and wet 
ponions of the Islands. In many places the annual gradient exceeds 
25 inches of rain per land mile, and in one case, is 118 inches per 
mile for 2.5 miles on Kauai (Blumenstock and Price, 1967). Transi
tional areas usually have a 1 to 4 month dry season each year, de
pending upon their position. The sharp gradients produce a juxta
position of wet and dry areas, thereby providing maximum chances 
for lightning generated in storms over the wet areas to reach dried 
vegetation beyond the rain. Leeward vegetation usually reaches its 
driest condition between June and November, depending on the 
year, island, and specific location. The driest months are the hottest 
months as well. In 1967-1968 this vegetarion on Oahu remained dry 
until about December 20, 1967, and was again dried out between 
April and May 1968, terminating a 3 month growing season. Salt 
spray, panicularly on leeward shores, was observed to contribute to 
the flammability of the vegetation along immediate shorelines, par
ticularly following winter storms. 

FIRE RECORDS 

The first fire records found were included in the Superintendent 
of Forestry Reports in The Hawaiian Forester and Agriculturist, 
roughly covering the years 1906 to 1932. Records appeared most 
complete for Oahu and Hawaii, containing fires of concern to 
foresters or a threat to forest reserves, disregarding the majority of 
fires on private lands and islands, National Parks, wastelands, and 
inexcessible areas. Better records for the major Islands have been kept 
since 1943 at the State Division of Forestry, Honolulu which have 
been summarized in the Depanment of Land and Natural Resources 
Reports to the Governor. The only seemingly complete records 
found between 1933 and 1943 were those of Bryan (1947) for the 
island of Hawaii listing the yearly number of fires. 
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From 1906 to 1932, the largest number of recorded fires occurred 
in March (18.1 percent), followed by August (16.5 percent), June 
(13.3 percent), July (12.3 percent), and February (I1.2 percent). 
The lowest number occurred in November (2.6 percent), December 
(1.6 percent), and January (1.6 percent), which are usually the 
wettest months. From 1943 to 1967, recorded fires were most com
mon in July (17.4 percent), August (15.2 percent), and May (12.9 
percent). January (4.2 percent), March (3.9 percent), November 
(3.9 percent), and December (3.9 percent) had the lowest number. 
Fires were recorded in every month of the year, being most frequent 
during the drier summer months. But winter months do get dry 
enough to have fires, substantiating that vegetation can and does burn 
at times when lightning incidence is the highest. Wildfires occurred 
at any time of the day or night, but started and burned more com
monly during daylight hours. 

Between 1906 and 1932, 220 fires were recorded, averaging 10 
fires per year for the years with records. The number of fires ranged 
from ° to 15 per year. Acreage listed for 143 burns totaled 40,025 
acres. On the island of Hawaii, 82 fires between 1943 and 1967 con
sumed 65,010 acres, averaging 793 acres per fire. The island averaged 
3.4 fires burning 2600 acres per year, ranging from less than 1 acre 
to 22,400 acres. On Oahu, 198 fires burned 10,527 acres between 
1943 and 1967, averaging 53 acres per fire. Fires ranged from under 
1 acre to 1443 acres, with ° to 41 fires per year. Other island data 
were incomplete. 

The average-size fire is small, usually 1 acre or less in size. On 
Oahu, 25 percent of the fires were 1 acre or less. The small size 
appears to be related to the moisture content and nature of most 
fuels and frequent rains. Many fires are caused by military activities 
and debris burning, or occur near habitation which permits quick 
detection and suppression before fires spread. 

The Hawaii Division of Forestry (1962) stated, "Although fire 
incidence in Hawaii is not now considered serious, the acreage 
burned each year does exceed acceptable limits for intensive for
estry." Records become particularly comparable to many states 
when Hawaii's total size of only 6435 square miles is considered, 
which is approximately four-fifths the size of Massachusetts (Zim-
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merman, 1948). Fires in Wisconsin, for example, a much larger 
state, are similar in their average sizes (V ogl, 1964a), and large and 
largest fires (Vogl, 1967). Wisconsin has much more forest and 
wildlands than Hawaii and has an average annual rainfall of 30 inches 
as compared to Hawaii's 75 inches (U.S. Department Agriculture, 
1941). In addition, a sizable portion of Hawaii is currently urbanized, 
cultivated, or in bare lava flows and open palis which are unburn
able, thereby further reducing the size of the potentially flammable 
wildlands. 

Hawaiian fires were undoubtedly larger prior to the settling and 
cultivation of the broad sweeping lowlands, plains, valleys, saddles, 
and mountain bases which were more conducive to the unresisted 
spread of fires than are the present remaining vegetation types in the 
generally steep, abrupt, and broken mountains of the interior. Places 
like leeward Kauai, Oahu, Maui, and l'Aolokai, and most of Niihau, 
Kahoolawe, Lanai, and Hawaii could bum unimpeded because the 
sweeping and unbroken terrain and vegetation provided contiguous 
fuel and full exposure to driving winds. 

Despite cultivation and settlement, a number of fires over 1000 
acres in size have been recorded. Substantial fires in 1901 and 1904 
helped c,onvince the Division of Forestry to institute fire protection. 
These fires covered large parts of several islands, being particularly 
extensive on Hawaii. Wenkam (1967) reported that great forest fires 
swept Kauai with regularity in the past. One fire near the end of the 
Nineteenth Century was probably the largest known fire to occur 
on Kauai and possibly one of the biggest fires in the entire Islands. 
Hall (1904a) described a 1902 fire which, " ... burned an area 15 
miles long and 2 to 4 miles wide, leaving unburned only occasional 
patches," in southern Hamakua, Hawaii. The fire was preceded by 
several months of severe drought, and burned with rapidity through 
dense forest of ohia lehua (Metrosideros collina) and koa (Acacia 
koa) with a heavy understory of tree ferns and other ferns. In addi
tion to describing this fire, which could have been up to 38,000 acres 
in size and the largest fire ever described, Hall mentioned another fire 
that occurred 50 years before in the same area. Hall (1904a) stated: 
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from 1 to 6 inches thick. In many cases it burned the roots of trees 
several feet below the surface. The forest which has come up on 
the ground following this fire, though composed of the same 
species as the ordinary Hawaiian forest, differs from it distinctly 
in conditions and requirements. The trees have grown slowly and 
have less than the usual amount of undergrowth, but they have 
far greater power than the normal forest to withstand grazing. 

During February 1919, 1500 acres burned near Kau, Hawaii. A fire 
during July 1919 burned 5500 acres of koa (Acacia koa) and mamani 
(Sophora chry sophy lla) savanna on Hawaii. A fire of unknown 
origin occurred in February 1924 on the slopes of Mauna Loa, Hawaii 
burning ". . . 12 square miles [ 7 680 acres] of open forest between 
the elevations of 5,600 and 7,200 feet .... Fire fighters arrived oli 
Monday and controlled the fire on Thursday." A 4000 acre fire on 
Hawaii during March 1926 was only brought under control with 
considerable effort 18 days later. A brush fire of unknown origin 
near Hilo, Hawaii during June 1928 had a 5-mile front and burned 
until extinguished by showers the next night. During December 1954, 
3250 acres burned near Puukeekee, Hawaii. A 3200 acre fire oc
curred on the Kapapala Ranch, Hawaii during July 1960. The 
largest recorded fire burned 22,400 acres on Hawaii during Septem
ber 1960. A 4500 acre blaze during February 1963 on Hawaii was 
only contained after 20 miles of firebreaks were constructed. A fire 
of unknown origin broke out on 1 March 1965 and burned 5000 
acres on Hawaii, after 3 weeks of drought. In June, 3500 acres 
burned in the Pahoa region. A 1300 acre fire on the Parker Ranch, 
Hawaii was controlled with a backfire in May 1967. Another 1300 
acres burned in September. Although consistent records for the island 
of Hawaii were not found prior to 1943, an 18,000 acre fire occurred 
in February 1940. There have been so many fires in some districts 
that it is difficult to determine when an area was last burned, how 
many times, and where one bum began and another ended (Elodee 
Ho-a, personal communication). 

Maui fire records were incomplete. A 1500 acre fire of unknown 
origin occurred in September 1949. Although records were not 
found, local residents claimed that several large fires occurred in the 
southwest, west, and northwest portions of East Maui and the south-
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east section of West Maui. One fire in the Olinda district was said 
to have burned for 3 months in the early 1930's. Another extensive 
fire, occurring about the same time, after 3 months of drought, 
burned from Kaupo Ranch up Kaupo Gap to the Paliku section of 
Haleakala Crater. A 1965 fire extended up the west side of the Gap 
all the way to Haleakala Peak. This fire of unknown origin remained 
undiscovered until several weeks after it happened. 

On Kauai, a large fire of undetermined size occurred near Kapahi 
in 1915. A 1200 acre burn behind Kilohana Crater was extinguished 
in 5 days with the help of rain in April 1926. In April 1958, 1200 
acres burned when March and April had below average rainfall. A 
fire of unknown origin on 18 June 1967 burned 2950 acres in the 
Hanalei-Princeville Ranch area. The fire was controlled on June 20 
and patrolled until rain fell on June 24. On Oahu, 1443 acres burned 
near Makua in 1959 and 1200 acres near Kawailoa in 1962. 

The fact that large fires have occurred, even recently despite 
modern equipment, organized efforts, and man-made obstructions, 
illustrates that extensive tracts of native vegetation could have and 
did burn in the past, even in the supposedly evergreen and ever wet 
areas. In addition, it should be emphasized that the preceding fire 
lists are incomplete, for contacts with local residents and the examina
tion of the vegetation indicated that many fires were unreported or 
undetected. I believe comprehensive ecological analyses will sub
stantiate that fire has affected most Island vegetation. 

Written descriptions in the fire records provided insight into the 
behavioral characteristics of Hawaiian wildfires. A feature of many 
fires was their slow rate of spread, but nevertheless persistent nature. 
Numerous fires were contained only by trenching the entire burned 
and burning areas, and were not completely extinguished until rains 
fell (Judd, 1919b). Examples of persevering fires are a 5500 acre fire 
in 1919 that burned for 60 days until extinguished by rains; a 20 
acre fire in 1922 that lasted 6 days; a 60 acre fire lasting 7 days; 
a 4000 acre fire persisting 18 days in 1926, and an 8 acre burn in 1928 
that smouldered for 4 days. Sometimes these fires were rekindled re
peatedly, sometimes springing to life days, weeks, and even months 
later. An Oahu fire in August 1915 was extinguished six times (Judd 
1915). A tiny two-thirds acre fire near Kokee, Kauai burned for 5 
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days, breaking out again and again until is was encircled by trench
ing. A 1.5 acre Kauai fire in February 1927 had to be watched 9 days 
before the last sparks were out. A 350 acre fire started 21 June 1921, 
was extinguished the next day, broke out again on June 24 and burned 
until June 26. A fire started 21 September 1929 was reported out 
October 2, only to reburn on October 5 and again on October 27. 

Many fires become tenacious when surface fires become ground 
fires. The subsurface fires are usually confined to the roots and rhi
zomes of trees, shrubs, and ferns. The general absence of surface 
litter due to rapid decomposition and the porous nature of the laterite 
soils apparently facilitate the drying and' subsequent burning of the 
shallow root systems. The fibrous surface rhizomes of ferns are 
particularly susceptible to long-lasting ground fires. In addition, 
grasses (Fig. 3), ferns, Pandanus tectorius Park., and dry forest species 
produce surface litter which supports "duff land" fires which were 
difficult to extinguish. False staghorn fern (Dicranopteris linearis) 
is particularly dangerous because fires often double back and reburn 
its heavy fuel accumulations. 

FIRE LOCATIONS 

Just as the wetter parts of the Islands are subject to occasional 
droughts, they are also subject to periodic fires. On Hawaii, for 
example, fires occurred repeatedly over the wettest areas. In fact, 
fires may be more common in windward than in leeward regions of 
the island of Hawaii, because large leeward areas are occupied by 
barren lava flows or semi-desert incapable of carrying fire. The wind
ward slopes average 150 to 300 inches of annual precipitation and 
were last frequented by droughts in 1967 and 1965, which were 
attended by sizable fires. 

Wet regions on Kauai have also been subject to fire. The 1967 
Hanalei-Princeville Ranch Fire burned vegetation growing under 
100 to 200 inches of annual rainfall. Fires have burned the wet forests 
in the interior of Kawaihau, Lihue, and Koloa Districts, and in the 
evergreen Wailua River watershed. The western half of Kauai, from 
the Na Pali Cliffs to Hanapepe, and from sea level to the highest 
elevations contains evidence of numerous fires (Figs. 3, 10). 
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FIG. 3. A prodigious growth of introduced natal redtop grass (Tricholaena repens 
(\ViUd.) Hitchc.) has invaded a recently burned silk oak (Grevitiea robusta A. 
Cunn.) plantation near Kokee, Kauai, making another fire almost inevitable. This 
t:"pe of gro\vth can bum almost any time or place. 

Windward Koolau slopes on Oahu receive from 100 to 250 inches 
of annual rainfall, and yet have had a number of fires. The Pupukea 
District at the north end of the range is covered by different-aged 
burns, the most recent occurring in fall 1968. The Waianae Moun
tains, Oahu consist of an overlaying mosaic of burns, with prominent 
fire scars still evident over the northern one-third. 

Fires were reported for windward East Maui, in native forests 
receiving from 100 to 250 inches of rainfall annually. Fires also 
occurred on the wet slopes of West Maui. The following fires re-
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corded for the Koolau Forest Reserve, Maui give some indication of 
fire frequency in wet forest. During May 1920, 200 acres burned 
between Kapaula and Waiohu Gulches, the first fire in 16 years in 
the Reserve (Judd 1920a). A 6 acre Keanae Valley fire occurred in 
1924. During October 1936, 80 acres of forest burned at Honopou. 
Records were missing from 1932 until 1940 when 200 acres burned 
near Punaluu. Additional fires in the Reserve included 25 acres in 
1944,2 acres in 1960,20 acres in 1961,5 acres in 1962, and 11 acres 
in 1965. 

Fires may be so infrequent in the wettest areas, that the last fire 
may have occurred prior to record keeping. For example, the Kipa
hulu Forest Reserve has no recorded fires. A Kipahulu Cattle Com
pany ranch-hand could not recall any wildfires occurring during his 
life on the ranch. But Hosmer (1914), in describing a triangle of 
land which included Puu Ahulili roughly between 3000 and 5000 ft 
elevation in the Reserve just west of and overlooking Kipahulu 
Valley stated, ". . . the upper portion of this triangle is covered by 
a heavy stand of native forest, with ie-ie vines and other under
growth. Lower down is a fairly uniform growth of young koa 
[Acacia koa J trees, 20 years or so old, apparently dating from a fire, 
with a scattering of large koa trees." In other words, a fire did occur 
about 1890, prior to records and the ranch-hand, proving Kipahulu 
Valley koa forest could burn. 

There is no question that Hawaii's wettest forests burn infrequently. 
but as stated previously, fires need only occur once during the life
time of an existing forest to produce effects. Isolated pockets may 
never burn, and therefore, serve as refugia for fire-tender species and 
unrestricted plant succession, unless checked by other limiting fac
tors. Relict forest stands in wet valleys or rich mixed mesophytic 
forests in kipukas (oases or "islands" in lava flows) are examples of 
such refugia, but apparently even these sometimes burn since Mueller
Dombois and Lamoureux (1967) found charcoal in kipuka soils, and 
part of Kipuka Kalawamauna was burned in 1961, and Kipuka 
Kekeke, Hawaii in 1949. Even wet hau (Hibiscus tiliaceus L.) and 
kukui (Aleruites moluccana (L.) Willd.) forests which often served 
as natural fire-breaks were reported to burn. 

Fires occurred in all types of terrain. Coastal lowlands and even 
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coastal strands readily burned, sometimes down to the immediate 
seashore (De Ausen, 1966). Fires occurred in both gentle or rugged 
mountains wherever sufficient and continuous fuels existed. 

GRASSLANDS 

Native grasslands dominated by pili grass (Heteropogon contortus 
(L.) Beauv. ex Roem. et Schult.) once occupied coastal lowlands, 
plains, and hillsides, being most extensive in leeward areas (Fig. 4). 
Their original extent is unknown, but may have covered most of 
Niihau and Kooholawe, nearly half of Kauai, Oahu, Molokai, and 
Lanai, and large parts of Maui and Hawaii. Pili fires go back to the 
earliest records (Zimmerman, 1948), and still occur frequently. The 
grasslands produce prodigious fuels annually which are dry most of 
the year. Pili grasslands were observed to survive fire unharmed, and 
actually benefit by fire retarding or preventing native and introduced 
woody encroachment. Shaw (1957) found that Heteropogon in
creased dominance with annual burning, plants resisted fire, fire 
favored seed germination, and burning reduced the cover of other 
species. Many areas once occupied by pili on Hawaii and the other 
islands are now covered by exotic woody species; a change perhaps 
resulting from over-grazing followed by fire exclusion. Pili grass was 
used extensively by the early Hawaiians (Degener, 1945), who may 
have maintained or extended the grasslands with fire (Fosberg, 1961). 
Eragrostis variabilis (Gaud.) Steud., an associated grass, also survives 
fire. Several of the woody natives occurring in the grasslands respond 
by either resprouting and/ or re-seeding burned areas, two of the more 
common being Hawaiian cotton or mao (Gossypium tomentosum 
Nutt.) (Stephens, 1963, 1964) and ilima (Sida fallax Walp.) (R. J. 
Vogi and K. Kartawinata, unpublished). Many South American 
cottons are also fire-adapted (W. H. Whitcomb, personal communi
cation). Pili grasslands, with its component species, have been sub
ject to repeated fires through time, and appear to be well adjusted 
to it. 

High elevations on East Maui and Hawaii are dominated by a 
native bunchgrass (Deschampsia nubigena Hillebr.) (Fig. 5). Some
tImes It IS mixed with other species (Dory and Mueller-Dombois, 
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FIG. 4. A view from Hilina Pali of a portion of leeward Hawaii once dominated 
by pili grass (Heteropogon contortus), a species adjusted to fire. Foreground has 
been recently invaded by exotic Andropogon glomeratus (Walt.) BSP. Photo by 
Vema R. Johnston. 
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1966), one of the most common being bracken fern (Pteridium 
aquilinum (L.) Kuhn var. decompositum (Gaud.) Tryon) which 
often follows fires (Cochrane, 1963; Vogl, 1964b; Webb, 1968). 
Although these grasslands are possibly not dependent on fire, except 
in forest-shrub ecotones (Fig. 5), they have survived repeated, wide
spread, and severe fires. 

Other Hawaiian grasses include Eragrostis spp., Microlaena sti
poides (Labill.) R. Br., Panicum spp., and Paspalzmt orbiculare Forst. 
which survive or are enhanced by burning as they are elsewhere 
(Whitney et al., 1964). Grasslands the world over are generally sub
ject and adapted to fire, and Hawaiian grasslands are no exception. 

Hawaiian grasses are sometimes considered fragile and poorly 
adapted to environmental changes or dismrbances such as fire be
cause they succumbed to heavy grazing so quickly and extensively 
(Lyon, 1922). Parallel simations existed in the California and desert 
grasslands of the Southwest. These grasses were well adapted to ex
treme environmental fluctuations, including fire, and even to grazing 
by native herbivores, and yet perished before the extensive herds of 
introduced cattle. Hawaii's grasslands were similarly abused by wild 
cattle, horses, goats, and pigs; with cattle being so numerous they 
were once taken only for their hides as in the California Mission days 
(,Case, 1917). Unformnately, wild goats, sheep, deer, pigs, and a few 
cattle, along with domestic stock, are still destroying Hawaiian grass
lands. The destruction of Southwest and Hawaiian grasslands may 
not have been related to a lack of aggressiveness, adaptiveness, or 
tolerances, but rather to an inability to withstand sustained heavy 
grazing. Hawaiian grasslands have survived remarkably well, con
sidering they were without herbivore pressures prior to recent mam
mal introductions. 

Heteropogon and Deschampsia, as well as other Hawaiian 
grasses, also occur throughout the Pacific, Australia, and in North 
America, reflecting a vigorous namre instead of frailty. In many of 
these areas they are also subject to fire, and even grazing, but manage 
to persist (Shaw, 1957; F. R. Fosberg, C. H. Muller, A. C. Smith, 
personal communications). 
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FIG. 5. Acacia koa fonns parklands or savannas with Deschcrmpsia grasslands at 
the higher elevations on the island of Hawaii. Fires are considered to haye helped 
maintain these vegetation types. Photo by Verna R. Johnston. 
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OHIA LEHUA FORESTS 

Ohia lehua (Metrosideros collina (Forst.) Gray ssp. polymorpha 
(Gaud.) Rock), including varieties and forms (Rock, 1917), is the 
most common Hawaiian tree (Little, 1969), dominating moist forests 
throughout the Islands from 1500 to 6000 ft elevation (Margolin, 
1910). 

Ohia lehua requires pioneer sites with full sunlight for germination 
and establishment. Judd (I 919b) stated, ". . . one never sees a 
healthy ohia lehua growing in the shade of other trees. For its best 
development the tree demands full sunlight from the time the seed 
germinates until it reaches maturity." Seedlings often germinate on 
the exposed soils of abandoned fields, road-cuts, burns, and landslides 
(Lyon, 1919; Robyns and Lamb, 1939; K. Kartawinata, personal 
communication). Seedlings also become established epiphytically on 
stumps, logs, trees, or tree ferns where light requirements are met 
(Hall, 1904a,b; Judd, 1927a). Rock (1917) was impressed with ohia 
lehua's rapid and heavy invasion on lava flows (Fig. 6) and man
disturbed areas. Metrosideros is often the first stage of primary 
xerarch succession, colonizing fresh lava before mosses, lichens, 
grasses, and herbs have altered the site (Carlson and Bryan, 1959; 
Smathers, 1966a). Russ (1929) observed ohia lehua perpetuating 
itself on open wind-swept ridges. S. M. Siegel (unpublished) found 
Metrosideros gennination unharmed by 65°C for 2 hours, hinting 
that seeds may be able to withstand the heat of fires or volcanoes. 
The species produces enormous quantities of minute seeds which are 
wind-disseminated long distances (Rock, 1917; Judd, 1919b), and 
injured trees respond by producing even more seeds (Smathers, 
1966b). 

Wind, fire, or lava-felled trees often survive by developing ad
ventitious roots and having vertical branches and stem tips continue 
to grow upright. Metrosideros tolerates considerable heat, steam, 
fumes, and sulphuric acid rains generated by volcanic eruptions 
(Rock, 1917; Bryan, 1968; G. Smathers, personal communication). 
l\1ature trees are, ". . . traditionally the last plant to die from the 
effects of an eruption and the first substantial vegetation to come 
back on new lava" (Bryan, 1968) . Trees are also capable of produc-
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FIG. 6. Ohia lehua (Metrosideros coltina ssp. polymorpha) , the most common 
tree, is a hardy pioneer capable of invading fresh lava flows, ash deposits, or bums. 
Photo by Vema R. Johnston. 

ing aerial roots along trunks or limbs, commonly developing after 
injury (Smathers, 1966b). But aerial roots are not confined to in
jured trees, being produced also by sound trees in wet and dry en
vironments (Rock, 1917), making their exact function dubious 
(C. H. Lamoureux, G. Smathers, personal communications). Trees 
injured by volcanoes or fires sometimes survive, or respond by pro
ducing sucker sprouts from basal root crowns or epicormic sprouts 
along trunks and branches, common adaptations of trees in fire 
habitats. The coppiced growth, monotypic nature, uniform size, and 
even-aged character of many Metrosideros stands reflect catastrophic 
or disturbance origins such as fire (Robyns and Lamb, 1939) (Fig. 
7). Rock (1917) summarized the vigorous nature of ohia lehua by 
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FIG. 7. Ohia lehua (Metrosideros collina ssp. polymorpha) stands are often open, 
uniform, and even-aged, reflecting disturbance orgins, one of which is fire. Photo by 
\' erna R. Johnston. 

stating, "For if any tree can adapt itself to almost any condition and 
environment, it is the Qhia Lehua, Metrosideros collina polymorpha." 

Metrosideros collina is widely distributed over South Pacific Isles, 
its center of distribution being New Zealand (Rock, 1917; Judd and 
Krauss, 1927). There it grows much like it does in Hawaii, being 
shade intolerant, invading burned or logged sites, and resprouting 
after fire (1. Atkinson, A. Hodgson, personal communications). 

The Hawaiian tree fern or hapu (Cibotmm spp.) co-exists with 
Metrosideros in high rainfall areas (Fig. 8). Judd (1919b) stated that 
tree ferns are shade enduring and often grow in the understories of 
open Metrosideros stands. Numerous references stated the Metro
sideros germinates on tree ferns, and will ultimately grow over and 
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FIG. 8. Tree ferns (Cibotium spp.) are co-dominant with ohia lehua (Metrosideros 
col/ina ssp. polymorpha) on the island of Hawaii. ~hese ferns withst~nd conside~able 
disturbance, and may be related to fire as are thelr Southern Henusphere relatlves. 
Photo by Vema R. Johnston. 

replace these ferns. Arborescent ferns are most common on the 
island of Hawaii, and early photos depict pure stands (Lyon, 1919). 
The few references found on tree fern ecology shed little light on 
their germination, establishment, succession, and life span (Mac 
Caughey, 1916, 1918). Some botanists consider Hawaiian tree ferns 
as mesic constituents of stable communities or as climax species. This 
is doubtful, because the related tree ferns of Australia, Tasmania, 
and New Zealand act as hardy pioneers, Hawaii's ferns are associated 
with the aggressive Metrosideros and active volcanoes, and tenaciously 
withstand considerable volcanic activity, logging, cutting, and bull
dozing ( Mac Caughey, 1916, Bryan, 1968) . For example. Tasmanian 
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tree ferns (Dicksonia antarctica Labill.) are evident on burns about 
5 years after the fire, and serve as transitions between the bracken 
fern (Pteridium aquilinum (L.) Kuhn) and forest by growing above 
the bracken and providing germination sites for sassafras trees 
(Atherosperma muschatum Labill.) (Mount, 1964). 

Metrosideros and Metrosideros-Cibotium forests may not be de
pendent on fire, and not all Metrosideros stands are related directly 
to fires. But these forests do bum, and these opportunistic species take 
advantage of the pioneer conditions created, just as they do with' dis
turbances like wind-throw, landslides, erosion, complete laterization, 
podzolization, flooding, swamping, and volcanism, to continue domi
nating the Island's forests as they probably have since first colonizing 
the harsh volcanic isles. 

KOA FORESTS 

Koa (Acacia koa Gray and related species) is the second most 
common Hawaiian tree (Judd, 1920b; Little, 1969). It dominates 
lower forests, particularly on leeward slopes and mountains, as well 
as the upper edges of some high mountains. Koa occurs from 600 to 
7000 ft elevation, growing best in annual rainfalls of 75 to 200 
inches, but occurring in as low as 25 inches of rainfall (Whitesell, 
1964). The largest koas, which are also the largest native trees (Judd, 
1920b; Little, 1969), occur in the wettest forests or in the upper 
forest-grassland transitions (Fig. 9). Many of the biggest trees grew 
with ohia lehua and tree ferns (Hall, 1904b). One of the best stands 
was in the Honuaula Forest Reserve, North Kona, Hawaii (Hosmer, 
1906a); but most were logged by 1900 (Hall, 1904b). 

Koa is classed as an extremely shade intolerant species, requiring 
full sunlight and bare mineral soils for seedling establishment and 
survival (Russ, 1929; Whitesell, 1964). Judd (1920b) stated that 
seedlings require full sunlight and, ". . . will not successfully sprout 
in the shade." Hall (I904a) rated koa as, " ... intolerant of shade at 
all ages, and will not germinate or grow without a large amount of 
light." Russ (I929) stated, " ... at maturity Acacia koa casts a shade 
in which its own seedlings have difficulty in growing and unless they 
fill a vacancy in the parental ranks, they seek outer limits of stands." 
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FIG. 9. Large Acacia koa trees were once common and are the largest native trees. 
This specimen in Kipuka Puaulu, Hawaii bears a basal scar which might have been 
caused by fire. Photo by Verna R. Jahnston. 

Hosmer (1906b) and Whitesell (1964) claimed seedlings only sur
vived where forest openings were created. 

Koa seeds used in reforestation are successfully germinated by 
boiling-water treatment (Judd, 1920b; Bryan, 1929). Excellent field 
germination has been observed after numerous fires. Judd (1935) 
estimated 143,537 koa seedlings per acre after one wildfire. Brown 
(1909) observed a heavy seedling growth after an Oahu fire. I ob
served excellent seedling response on Kaual, Oahu, Maui, and Hawaii 
burns. Whitesell (1964), in explaining this response stated, "Possibly 
seeds escaping the flames are induced to genninate by the heat." The 
seeds are capable of remaining dormant on the ground for long per-
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iods, for at least 25 years according to Judd (1920b). Kraebel (1921) 
stated that seed stored in the ground is stimulated when fire removes 
the overhead shade. Although fire-induced germination has not yet 
been demonstrated to be a necessity as it has for some chaparral 
plants, and other Acacia species, the preceding characteristics strongly 
indicate that koa seeds are adapted to and require fire for germina
tion. Fires also create pioneer conditions necessary for seedling 
establishment. 

These legumes have shallow root systems (Judd, 1920b), some
times with large surface roots, and possess numerous nitrogen-fixing 
nodules. The roots are capable of producing sucker sprouts that form 
circles of vegetative reproduction around parental trees (Lanner, 
1965), extending up to 93 ft away (Whitesell, 1964). Dense stands 
of uniform root sprouts are commonly produced after fires injure 
or kill trees (Fig. 10). As a result, most koa stands are even-aged, 
originating after fire stimulated seed germination and/or sucker 
sprouting (Hosmer, 1914). Occasional multiple-trunked trees may 
also reflect a fire origin. References to seedling and sucker reproduc
tion were found repeatedly in the fire records and are found where
ever koa has been burned. A 3-year-old burn along Opaeula Stream, 
Oahu had an average of 2336 sucker sprouts per acre, based on 10 
one-fortieth acre quadrats. Prior to burning, there were 56 koa trees 
per acre, averaging 10 inches dbh. 

Seedlings and sucker sprouts on bums exhibit rapid growth. A fire 
extinguished by rain on 28 November 1928 in the Ewa Forest Re
serve, Oahu was covered by young koas by December 26 (Judd, 
1928). Judd (1935) stated that koa seedlings were 1 inch high 1 
month after a fire, and 3 months after averaged 5 inches high, rang
ing from 4 to 10 inches. Koa sprouts near Opaeula Stream had 3 to 
4 inch basal diameters and averaged 6 ft in height 3 years after burn
ing. Judd (1920b) claimed trees reached 5.5 ft in 13 months on a 
poor site and up to 30 ft in 5 years on a good site. Koa commonly 
in vades open sites by vegetative reproduction (Judd, 1932; Hosaka, 
1937). Hall (I904b), Rock (1919), Judd (1920b), Baldwin and 
Fagerlund (1934), and numerous statements in the fire records said 
that koa readily returns and spreads into openings if protected from 
feral and domestic livestock, cultivation, and fire. The parklands of 
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FIG. 10. Sucker root sprouts and seedlings quickly cover burned Acacia koa forests 
with their rapid growth. 

clones or groves of koa (Lanner, 1965), and the savannas of large 
open-grown koas (Rock, 1917), were maintained by fire retarding 
tree encroachment on the surrounding grassland, even though these 
ecotones may have been initially established because of edaphic 
and/or climatic conditions (Fosberg, 1960) (Fig. 5). 

Early botanists and foresters (Hall, 1904a; Rock, 1913; Judd, 
1920b) were alarmed at the decadent nature of large koa trees, 
particularly in transition areas, a phenomenon still occurring today 
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(Degener, 1945; Hartt and Neal, 1940; Nelson and Wheeler, 1963; 
Whitesell, 1964). Overgrazing by introduced herbivores has been 
blamed for the deaths of these trees (Baldwin and Fagerlund, 1943). 
It is possible that koa has a short life span in these marginal areas, and 
trees normally and continually die after reaching maturity. Prior to 
dying, the trees produce sucker sprouts which survive each individual 
(Baldwin and Fagerlund, 1943), but since herbivore introduction, the 
palatable reproduction is quickly eliminated, and the forest edges 
continue to recede. 

Perkins (1912) noted that common shot-borer insects (X y Ie borus 
pubescens) increased to many millions on koa burns, showing an 
adaptive respose to fire like that of mainland insects. 

Acacia koa is as aggressive and opportunistic as most pioneer trees. 
Its vegetative habit, even-aged stands, nitrogen-fixing ability, rapid 
growth, possible short life, fire-induced germination, long-lived seeds 
parallels that of species inseparably linked to fire. Acacias are common 
to Australia and Africa. Acacia koa is a spineless and phyllodinous 
Acacia (Fig. 11) which evolved in Australia, and is considered an 
endemic island extension of the Australian flora (Rock, 1919). Acacia 
koa is a tetraploid (Atchison, 1948) resembling most closely the 
Tasmanian blackwood (Acacia melanoxylon R. Br.) of Australia, as 
well as Acacia heterophylla Willd. endemic to Reunion and Mauritius 
Islands, and A. simplicifolia (LJ.) Druce of Samoa and Fiji (Rock, 
1919; Judd, 192Ob; Whitesell, 1964). Little is known about the 
ecology of these latter species, but Acacia melanoxy Ion has been 
studied (A. Hodgson, A. B. Mount, personal communications). 
Acacia forests in Australia and Tasmania are subject to severe and 
repeated fires (Gibbs, 1920). Ewart (1925) and Jarrett and Petrie 
(1929) noted the seeds were long-lived. Only sporadic germination 
occurred unless heat and steam created by a fire cracked seed coats 
and rendered the seeds permeable to water, resulting in copius seed
lings (A. B. Mount, personal communication). This supports Carl
quist's (1965) hypothesis that koa seeds arrived in Hawaii by float
ing' the impervious seed coat assuring bouyancy and viability until 
arriving in the Islands where a fire or lava flow could trigger germi
natlOn. 

Gibbs (1920), Gilbert (I 959), and Stocker (I 966) stated that 
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FIG. 11. Acacia koa, the second most common tree, is spineless and possesses 
sickle-shaped "leaves" or phyllodes and is considered a fire-type. Photo by Verna 
R. Johnston. 

Acacia melanoxylon and related species are well adapted to fire and 
owe their existence to severe or repeated fires, particularly in wet 
monsoon forests. The species are also shade intolerant and sprout 
when burned. Acacia koa appears to be still remarkably similar to its 
Australian relatives even though it has been isolated for considerable 
time, supporting the hypothesis that fire has been a continued con
trolling factor in Hawaii. 

All evidence supports the hypothesis that Hawaiian koa trees are 
fire adapted and nonnally require recurring fires to maintain them
selves. Koa stands in even the wettest locales are considered to have 
generally originated after fires. In addition, the distribution of Acacia 
koa in Hawaii is strongly suspected to be largely controlled by fire, 
the extent of koa forest, as well as koa parklands and savannas, cor
responding to the extent of fairly frequent and recurring fires. 
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FALSE STAGHORN FERN 

Although grasses are common to koa ecotones, false staghorn fern 
or uluhe (Dicranopteris linearis (Burn.) Underwood = Gleichenia 
linearis (Burm.f.) C. B. Cl.) dominates large portions of koa forest 
understories. This pantropical xerophyllous fern favors 60 inches of 
annual rainfall or more, and occurs from 600 to 4000 ft elevation. 
Some early foresters and botanists considered the species an intro
duced weed because of its aggressive nature and densely matted 
growth (Judd, 1922), but the existence of endemic Hawaiian forms 
indicates that it is indigenous (Degener, 1945). The fern spreads 
over abandoned fields at the average rate of 90 cm per year (Hosaka, 
1937) and in koa forests at the rate of 50 cm per year (D. Mueller
Dombois, unpublished). Landslides and forest openings are quickly 
invaded by the fern (Wentworth, 1943). Apparently this species has 
a strong dependence on light because it prefers exposed sites and open 
forests, climbing over existing vegetation. 

False stag horn fern creates the greatest fire hazard in Hawaiian 
forests because of its climbing, smothering, and deep growth which 
commonly reaches 5 ft or more, and because its finely-divided and 
free-standing growth persists and dries to provide highly flammable 
fuels despite wet conditions (Mac Caughey, 1920; i\-iunro, 1921; 
Judd, 1927b; Anderson et al., 1966). Many uncontrollable, persever
ing, hard-to-extinguish, re-burning, and ground-burning fires occur 
in false staghorn fern. 

Apparently, false staghorn fern has evolved in an environment in
cluding fire or other disturbances, as evidenced by its pioneer re
quirements, strong vegetative habit, accumulative flammable fuels, 
ability to re-invade bums, and occurrence in fire environments in 
New Zealand (I. Atkinson, personal communication), New Guinea 
(J. Street, unpublished), and elsewhere (S. Rekrodiharjo, personal 
communication). Fires and landslides apparently control false stag
horn fern and koa succession in Hawaii. Koa forests containing false 
staghorn fern without fires or disturbances succeed to forests with 
mesic fern understories which ultimately become mixed forests; open 
koa stands \vith healthy staghorn fern understories are maintained by 
infrequent but periodic fire; and frequent fires change koa forest 
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with staghorn fern to native grasslands, koa savannas, or currently 
to exotic grasses or shrubs. A Dicranopteris increase on parts of Oahu 
and Kauai, which has alarmed foresters, cattlemen, and hunters, may 
be related to a decrease in fires. 

Scaevola chamissoniana Gaud. or naupaka, and related interior 
species, and Lycopodium cernuum L. or nodding clubmoss are com
monly associated with false staghorn fern in Hawaii and elsewhere 
(Gibbs, 1920; Cochrane, 1963). This mountain Scaevola, and its 
endemic counterparts, appear to be fire adapted and distributed in 
time as are C eanothus spp. in California chaparral. For example, a 
3-year-old koa burn on Oahu contained 7972 seedlings per acre, 
while a search of an adjacent unburned area turned up only two 
shrubs. Apparently Scaevola shrubs germinate and grow where a 
recent fire has removed the staghorn fern cover. Once established, 
they continually produce seeds until re-invading staghorn fern again 
dominates the site as the Scaevola shrubs fail or are crowded out, the 
species represented from then on by only the non-buoyant accu
mulated seeds that remain dormant until the next Dicranopteris fire 
again stimulates their germination. Cochrane (1963) found similar 
decreases in Scaevola microcarpa in Australia. Interestingly, Munro 
(1922) observed a relationship between Scaevola and Dicranopteris 
on Lanai when he said: 

Gleichenia linearis [Dicranopteris linearis] and Scaevola cylin
drocarpa make a complete balance in harmonious competition, at 
one time the stag horn being in evidence and another the Scaevola, 
the one in turn completely covering the other, but each holding 
its own, and meanwhile building up a mass of humus on the 
ground surface below. 

Lycopodium cernuum co-exists with Dicranopteris, forcing itself 
up through the dense fern cover, scram,bling over and through brush 
for long distances (Fig. 12). It appears from Degener's (1925) de
scription of establishment requirements for the species, that burned 
sites may be used for Lycopodium establishment when volcanic sites 
are unavailable. 

It is no coincidence that Acacia koa, Dicranopteris, Scaevola, and 
Lycopodium occur in association and possess similar qualities and 
adaptations conunon to plants exposed to fire, when it is considered 
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FIG. 12. Lycopodium cernuum or nodding clubmoss may use burned sites for es
tablishment. It is commonly associated with false staghorn fern (Dicranopteris line
aris = Gleichenia linearis) , the most flammable native plant. Photo by Verna R. 
Johnston. 

that all have responded through time in their ancestral homes and in 
Hawaii to the selective forces of fire. 

MINOR VEGETATION TYPES 

Some smaller associations may be structured by, or contain plants 
adapted to, fire. Native dry forests, and dry forest species, are all 
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but gone, but once occupied extensive leeward areas (Hatheway, 
1952). Many tree species commonly occurred on ridges, scarps, 
rocky outcrops, or in gulches as scattered individuals or in small 
groups (Rock, 1916; Judd, 1921c, 1927). Was this distribution, com
mon to western Great Plains trees, related to grass competition and 
frequent fires which confined these fire-sensitive species to the fire
free terrain? A common arid tree was wiliwili (Erytbrina sandwi
censis Deg.), and related subspecies (Judd, 1920c). Were the tough 
seed coats of this legume cracked open by the heat of fires as often 
as they were abraded by flood action or affected by bird digestive 
tracts? Is the strong vegetative habit that makes this species so 
tenacious a fire adaptation? Sandalwoods (Santalum spp.) once oc
cupied an important position in lower forests and leeward areas 
(Rock, 1916; Judd, 1927; St. John, 1947), and surely developed 
growth habits or adaptations to survive fires that frequented these 
areas. Santalum frey cinetianum Gaud. was observed to produce vig
orous root sprouts after burning, or to occasionally survive fires un
harmed on Oahu burns. This species is considered to use the fire
adapted Acacia koa as a common host (Rock, 1916). Mamani 
(Sophora chrysophylla (Salisb.) Seem.) is a legume of Maui and 
Hawaii dry forests where it forms savannas or parklands, grows on 
rough aa lava flows (Forbes, 1912; Mac Caughey, 1917; Rock, 1919; 
Chock, 1953) and produces large numbers of basal root crown 
resprouts when burned. Hall (I904a) noted a rapid expansion of 
mamani, possibly resulting from fire. 

Hala or screwpine (Pandanus tectorius Park. = P. odoratissimus 
L. ) associations occur along Hawaiian coasts (Figs. 1, 13). These 
hardy monocots dominate wetlands and seepy pali or cliff bases. In 
some areas it produces dense forests, in others it forms savannas with 
H eteropogon contortus which is replaced by Dicranopteris fern along 
wet windward coasts. An outstanding feature of Pandanus associa
tions are the prodigious amounts of fuel present on the ground 
(Fig. 13). Fires occur in these Pandanus associations and the species 
composition does not appear to be altered, perhaps indicating that 
these associations may have been brought into balance by past fires. 

I believe that comprehensive ecological study and analyses of 
these and other Hawaiian plant communities will reveal additional 
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FIG. 13. The interior of a hal a or Pandanus stand with its typical heavy litter 
accumulations. These usually wet associations sometimes burn. Repeated burning 
may produce Pandanus-Dicranopteris or Pandanus-Heteropogon savannas. Photo 
bv Verna R. Johnston. 

or other adjustments and adaptations to fire. Even some of the rarest 
endemics may be found to be fire adapted. Examination of habits, 
habitats, and habitat descriptions of such plants as shrubby and 
arborescent lobeliads, the distinctive composites, the tree-like Rhus, 
and woody Chenopodium make it difficult to refrain from speculat
ing that fire influenced these species. The physiognomy of many of 
these species strongly resembles that of fire-types in other parts of 
the world. Habits like the foliage and litter of silversword (Argyroxi
phium sandwicense DC.) being fire resistant, iliau or Kauai silver
sword (Wilkesia gymnoxiphium Gray) invading bulldozed (Degener 
and Degener, 1961) or burned sites, and Hawaiian sumac (Rhus 
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javanica L.) producing sucker sprouts (Judd, 1918) may possibly 
indicate certain degrees of fire adjustment. 

FLORA CHARACTERISTICS 

Floral constituents reflect prevailing environmental conditions and 
successional trends of the vegetation. Fosberg (1948) compiled lists 
of seed plants and Pteridophytes that he considered native to pre
Polynesian Hawaii, excluding all recent and aboriginal introductions. 

Many original arrivals were probably hardy pioneers capable of 
withstanding environmental extremes and harsh habitats (Carlquist, 
1965). These colonizers, in addition to being generally perennial and 
woody (Baker, 1967), may have also been largely capable of vegeta
tive reproduction. Carlquist (1965) stated that self-pollinating new
comers would be favored over cross-pollinator plants unless they 
were wind-pollinated, because cross-pollinators would require the 
establishment of at least two individuals and appropriate pollinators. 
It appears that species capable of vegetative reproduction would be 
favored, as hinted by Baker (1967), and this would also help these 
same species survive repeated catastrophes, including fire, which 
must have occurred during early island life. Indeed, strong vegeta
tive habits are common to species existing in fire-type communities 
the world over. 

If disturbances and catastrophes, as well as pioneer conditions, 
continued to play a significant role until the present, the current 
native flora should still be adapted to these factors. But, if pioneer 
conditions were gradually eliminated, and if stable environmental 
conditions ensued, the present flora and vegetation should have gen
erally lost pioneer properties and wide tolerances, and should have 
reached climax endpoints over extensive areas. 

Fosberg's (1948) native plant lists were checked to determine the 
number of genera presently containing species capable of invading 
xeric or hydric sites (Figs. 6, 14), shade intolerant species, aggressive 
weeds with wide amplitudes of tolerance, and species adapted to fire 
or other disturbances, including those that readily colonize by vegeta
tive spread (Fig. 10). The categorization is based on field ob
servations, personal communications with C. H. Lamoureux, Degener 
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FIG. 14. A Sadleria cyatheoides fern established in a crack in a pahoehoe lava 
flow. Many Hawaiian species possess pioneer adaptations. Photo by Vema R. 
Johnston. 

(I 945), Selling (I 948), Hubbard (1952), Neal (1965), Doty and 
Mueller-Dombois (1966), and Haselwood and Motter (1966). Plants 
of these types were found in 55 ( 66 percent) of the 83 native 
families, and in 115 (53 percent) of the 216 native genera of seed 
plants. This does not imply that all the species in each genus neces
sarily possess these traits, or possess them to the same degree. The 
number of genera containing pioneer species is perhaps an under
estimate, since ecological information was not obtained for severa) 
genera. In addition, the list of genera does not represent the genera) 
vegetation, because a few genera dominate large areas while many 
others are rare enough to have little effect on the vegetation. 

Among Pteridophytes (Fosberg, 1948), six (60 percent) of the 
10 families and 17 (46 percent) of the 37 genera were recognized 
as containing pioneer species common to early succession. Therefore, 
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about one-half of all the native genera contain species still possessing 
adaptations to disturbance conditions, including fire, or comprise 
early primary or secondary successional seres, some of which were 
undoubtedly initiated by fire. 

Another floral characteristic indicative of disturbance adaptations, 
including fire, and to fluctuating environmental conditions is the 
number of Pteridophytes and monocots comprising a given flora. 
Primitive Pteridophytes and related allies still present today like the 
Lycopodiaceae, Selaginellaceae, Equisetaceae, and the tree ferns had 
to be extremely opportunistic, flexible, and hardy to survive. Mosses, 
lichens, and monocots such as grasses, sedges, rushes, palms, agaves, 
and yuccas around the world are particularly well adapted to sur
viving in harsh environments, which often include fire (Vogl, 1967; 
S. M. Siegel, persona] communication). Checklists from various sec
tions of Hawaii contain a higher proportion of Pteredophytes than 
do most comparable mainland areas, not only because of favorable 
conditions (Carlquist, 1965), but because Pteridophytes are also suc
cessful under pioneer and natural disturbance conditions. The pre
valence of monocots in coastal regions (Figs. 1, 4, 13) indicates the 
presence of extreme environmental conditions created by disturb
ances, including fire, and unstable climate. The large numbers of 
legumes, particularly trees, predominating many sections, could pos
sibly be related to fire, among other factors. 

The vegetational composition also reflects disturbance conditions 
still prevailing over wide areas. Grasslands, forests, and savannas are 
generally monotypic, being dominated by only one or two species, 
sometimes despite soil, topographic, or climatic conditions (Robyns 
and Lamb, 1939). Checklists of most vegetation types are low in the 
total number of species. The vegetation tends to be homogeneous 
over large areas, usually has little more than two well-defined strata, 
and the overstory is often composed of uniform-sized canopies sup
ported by similar stem diameters which are often even-aged (Fig. 7). 
A dense undergrowth is common, a characteristic of early stages of 
development (Batchelder and Hirt, 1966). The only places the vege
tation begins to approach a climax stage or a species diversity re
sembling that of true tropical rain forest (Richards et ai., 1940) is 
in isolated kipukas, ancient valleys and benches, and on more persist-
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FIG. 15. Kipuka Puaulu in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park is one of the places 
the vegetation approaches a structural and species diversity resembling climax rain 
forest; an area spared repeated fires and other natural disturbances. Photo by 
Verna R. Johnston. 

ent ridges and mountain tops; areas that have been spared repeated 
fires and other disturbances (Fig. 15). 

The assumption that Hawaiian vegetation is largely stable and 
climax has been used as the basis for discussions of the role of alien 
plants (Egler, 1942, 1947), and of the possible re-establishment of 
native dry forests (Hatheway, 1952); an assumption that will have 
to be established or dismissed before sound management plans can be 
made for Hawaiian natural areas. This assumption appears incorrect 
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for the most, since Hawaiian vegetation was repeatedly disturbed 
through time, and was and is capable of invading or occupying 
disturbed sites (Russ, 1929). Previous investigation apparently failed 
to consider forces operating in pre-Polynesian time; dynamic forces 
still present today. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study demonstrates that fire has affected much of the vegeta
tion and flora of Hawaii, both in the past and present. 

1.) Thunderstorms are frequently unnoticed, but Hawaii averages 
as many thunderstorms and thunderstorm days as a considerable part 
of the mainland. Lightning occurs in all parts of the Islands, but is 
most common in the mountains. Lightning storms were probably 
once more common, since volcanic eruptions generated storms. 

2.) Although most thunderstorms are accompanied by heavy rain, 
lightning-caused fires do occur. Polynesians may have also acci
dentally or deliberately fired coastal, lowland, and leeward vegeta
tion. Lava flows cause vegetation fires, but the area burned is 
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presently inconsequential to the amount directly destroyed by lava. 
3.) Widespread and local droughts, sometimes materializing after 

as few as 10 rainless days, occur through the Islands. The vegetation 
of even the wettest regions can and does bum during these periods, 
and droughts may be sometimes terminated by electrical storms. 

4.) Leeward areas are capable of carrying fire at any time. Wet 
regions or green vegetation types occasionally burn despite normal 
or above average precipitation. 

5.) Fires occur in every month, being most frequent during the 
drier summer months. The average annual number and size of fires 
is small, but fires over 1000 acres occur repeatedly. The largest 
recorded fire burned 22,400 acres on the island of Hawaii during 
September 1960. A larger fire, which could have been up to 38,000 
acres, occurred in 1902. 

6.) Many fires are characterized by a persistent nature and slow 
rate of spread as they bum surface and sub-surface roots, rhizomes, 
and litter. 

7.) The once extensive pili (Heteropogon contortus) grasslands 
have been subject to repeated fires and appear well adjusted to them. 
High-elevational parklands and savannas are considered to have been 
maintained, at least in part, by fire. 

8.) Ohia lehua (Metrosideros col/ina ssp. pol ymorpha) , the most 
common tree, often occurs in open, uniform, monotypic, and even
aged stands, reflecting disturbance origins, one of which is fire. It 
requires pioneer conditions and tenaciously resists or aggressively 
responds to disturbances, often invading burned sites and producing 
stump and epicormic sprouts. 

9.) Hawaiian tree ferns (Cibotium spp.) withstand considerable 
volcanic and other disturbances, and may be hardy pioneers that 
follow fire like their Southern Hemisphere relatives. 

10.) Koa (Acacia koa), the second most common tree, has seeds 
which are adapted to, and possibly require, fire for germination. Its 
strict pioneer requirements, production of root sprouts when burned, 
even-aged stands, rapid growth, long-lived seeds, and nitrogen-fixing 
ability parallels fire-adapted species. The distribution of koa is sus
pected to be largely controlled by fire. 

11.) The growth and distributions of the highly flammable false 
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staghorn fern (Dicranopteris linearis = Gleichenia linearis) and 
Scaevola are generally adjusted to a fire cycle. 

12.) Minor vegetation types, including some rare endemic species, 
may possess fire adaptations. 

13.) Many of the dominant species are still remarkably similar to 
their ancestral relatives that exist in fire-type communities elsewhere, 
supponing the hypothesis that fire has been a continued factor in 
Hawaii. 

14.) About one-half of all native genera contain species possess
ing adaptations to disturbance conditions, including fire. The pre
valence of Pteredophytes, monocots, and legumes in some sections 
may indicate environmental extremes created by fire and other 
factors. 

15.) The vegtation tends to be homogeneous over large areas, has 
little more than two well-defined strata, contains overstories com
posed of unifonn-sized canopies, has even-aged and similar-diameter 
trees, has a dense undergrowth, and tends to lack a species diversity, 
thereby typifying early successional stages perpetuated by a number 
of disturbances, including fire. 

In conclusion, fire is considered to have played a continued role in 
the evolution of a substantial part of the Hawaiian flora and vegeta
tion, along with other widespread disturbances like volcanism fol
lowed by erosion, landslide, flooding, swamping, podzolization, lateri
zation, and wind-throw. Fires are considered to have been a pan 
of the Polynesian and pre-Polynesian environment, being so infre
quent in some regions as to leave only the most subtle effects, and so 
frequent in others as to shape a plant cover resembling fire-types 
anywhere. 

Before sound ecological management can be executed in the 
Islands, complete and unbiased research is needed to determine the 
precise roles that fire and these other factors play in each plant 
community. Studies are critical in areas presently dominated by 
exotics and subjected to a high frequency of man-made fires. Until 
then, policies advocating the general use of controlled burning, the 
elimination of all fire protection, or, on the other hand, complete 
fire protection, and the re-seeding and planting of bums are some
what foolhardy, at least from an ecological standpoint. 
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